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abstract

This thesis project explores repurposing a hydroelectric plant along Richmond Virginia’s Canal
Walk. The building has been redesigned to create a community-oriented space programmed as
an indoor park, event venue space, and cafe. Throughout this thesis, it became important to create private niches within a public space while creating a flexible public venue that accommodates
a variety of activities. Through established spaces that provide users options, a community-oriented environment is created and the site is activated.
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thesis statement
1

This thesis project explores repurposing a hydroelectric plant along Richmond Virginia’s Canal Walk. The building has been redesigned to create a community-oriented space programmed as an indoor park, event venue
space, and a cafe. By developing the concepts of urban versus organic, public versus private, a unique space is
yielded that accommodates a multitude of people with many different activities. This thesis attempted to empower
users to dictate how the space is used despite the many built-in features and to produce an arena that would
withstand the test of time by continually reconnecting Richmond’s population with the river.

Malcolm Gladwell, in his book Blink, discusses how small details affect our decision-making. His
book conjectures that our subconscious registers details around us and uses those observations to
unconsciously lead us to (typically) rational decisions. As an example of this concept, Blink examines the “Broken Window” theory—the idea that a building with broken windows is more likely to
be vandalized than a well-kept building. New York City put this theory into action by removing
all graffiti from the subway system driving a reduction in the city’s overall crime rate. Gladwell’s
book reveals the power that a small act, a “minor” change, and a “trivial” detail can all possess.
Like snowballs rolling down a hill, details accumulate and compound, ultimately becoming forces
unto themselves. In my opinion, most people’s unacknowledged observations influence their
decision-making processes. I believe that people, as a whole, are highly aware and affected by
their surroundings and that their environments impact their lives in often unrecognized ways. This
belief helped lead me to my decision to become an interior designer.

design manifesto

I believe that “God is in the details”. I’ve also heard the phrase that the Devil lives in the details,
but I find that sentiment to be based on the fact that details can often be tricky and troublesome.
However, like most truly good things, the well executed detail, while painstaking, is worth the wait
and effort. In my experience, I’ve found that details often transcend the sum of their parts with the
smallest detail having the capacity to enrich experiences and to fully convey thought and care.

Details demonstrate the thoughtful conception of a space and care for its users. Details build the
totality of a composition and make a place unique, special. By consciously creating details that
demonstrate empathy and care, designers’ actions can yield unconscious responses (i.e. snap
judgments, rapid cognition, etc.) that improve people’s experiences. As designers, we have the
opportunity to make the seemingly superficial apparently meaningful. I believe that what is often
considered to be a trivial detail affects perceptions, and those perceptions can ultimately affect
reality for the better. Perhaps Charles Eames summarized this sentiment best: “The details are not
the details. They make the design.”
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project description
3

The focus of this project is to explore
the revitalization of an industrial
building while considering the design
and programmatic elements that
comprise a successful community
venue. The selected site for this
exploration is along the Canal Walk in
Richmond, Virginia. Integral aspects of
this thesis include reconciling the
hydroelectric plant’s industrial past
with its hope of becoming a modern
venue, incorporating the building into
the context of Canal Walk, integrating
the site into citizens’ routines, and
creating a versatile place that fulfills a
myriad of functions while serving a
multitude of many different people.
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site description

downtown expressway

The site of this project is located
along the James River near Richmond’s
Shockoe Slip. The hydroelectric plant
is part of the newly developed Riverside on the James complex and is
adjacent to Riverside Plaza. Areas of
interest near 1201 Haxall Point, site’s
address, are Richmond’s Canal Walk,
Belle Isle, Brown’s Island, and the Virginia War Memorial. Geographically,
the hydroelectric plant is located where
the James River transitions from a tidal
river into a freshwater river and is situated on Haxall Island, a small island
off of Richmond proper. The hydroelectric plant powered the city’s trolley
system and was later abandoned. It
has been partially renovated and is
scheduled to reopen as a restaurant.
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site description

1201 Haxall Point is located at a
juncture along Canal Walk. While
other attractions, such as Brown’s
Island, Belle Isle, and retail stores,
anchor the ends of Canal Walk,
the middle portion of it has been
undeveloped until recently.
Additionally, the Shockoe Slip, Shockoe Bottom and Tobacco Row areas
house entertainment (i.e. restaurants,
music clubs) and residential buildings,
while the Financial District and
western Riverfront is largely comprised
of parks, museums, and corporate
buildings. Since 1201 Haxall Point is
where these two zones converge, it has
had the unfortunate distinction of
being a no-man’s land until recently
when the Riverside on the James
complex was developed and built in
2007.

entertainment/residential

parks + museums/corporate

1201 Haxall Point (the hydroelectric plant)

base graphic map shown is courtesy of Richmond Magazine
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1201 haxall point: canal + rivriver
6

riverside on the james

symbols
Hydro Plant

site plan base drawing is courtesy of Alliance Architects of Maryland
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the building

floor plan base drawing is courtesy of Alliance Architects of Maryland

view thru

entry
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angled wall

sealed windows

floor plan base drawing is courtesy of Alliance Architects of Maryland

gantry crane in SE corner

mechanical room

southern wall of windows

the building

exit in NE corner

view of river
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code requirements
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International Building Code, 2006
Usage Type: 								
Number of Square Feet: 						
Occupancy Load: 							
Minimum Number of Exits per Occupancy Load:			
Total Number of Exits Available: 					
Total Number of Restrooms Available: 				
Men:								
Women:							
Number of Water Closets:						
Men:								
Women:							
Number of Lavatories:						
Men:								
Women:							
Number of Water Fountains:						

Assembly, A-3
16,665 square feet
681
3
9
3
2
2
23
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the torpedo factory
satellite image shown is courtesy of Google Maps and Internet Sources
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the torpedo factory

The Torpedo Factory is a three-story
art exhibition space located in the
historic district of Alexandria, Virginia.
Originally built in 1918 and used as a
factory for the manufacture of
torpedo shell casings, The Torpedo
Factory is an example of adaptive
reuse. This space proves to be
informative to the Haxall Point project
given its site parallels and its
programmatic similarities. Both sites
share an industrial past and waterfront
positions. Moreover, 1201 Haxall Point
and The Torpedo Factory also exhibit
similar rectangular shapes and
possess smokestacks.

The Torpedo Factory, Alexandria, Virginia
14

the torpedo factory

Waterfront Walk,
The Torpedo Factory, Alexandria, Virginia

Canal Walk,
1201 Haxall Point, Richmond, Virginia

Both sites are part of public
waterfront walks and must
accommodate the ebb and flow
of foot traffic.
15

1201 Haxall Point, Richmond, Virginia

the torpedo factory

The Torpedo Factory, Alexandria, Virginia

The Torpedo Factory and 1201
Haxall Point have waterfront sites
with nearby parks (denoted in
green) and are in urban
environments.
16

the torpedo factory

Ground Floor (one of three floors), The Torpedo Factory

floor plan is courtesy of The Torpedo Factory
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the torpedo factory

circulation
riverfront views
waterfront walks
Riverfront Views

Riverfront Views

The Torpedo Factory, Alexandria, Virginia

1201 Haxall Point, Richmond, Virginia
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landschaftspark

images shown are courtesy of Molly O’Saben
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landschaftspark

Landschaftspark Duisburg-Nord
(translation: North Duisburg
Landscape Park) is located in
Duisburg, in the Ruhr District of
Germany. The District is home to 2.5
million inhabitants and has historically
been one of Europe’s largest
coal-mining and steel-producing
regions. As those industries have
slowed, however, many plants and
industrial sites have been abandoned.
Various organizations, in conjunction
with local municipalities, joined forces
to being renewal programs intended
to revitalize manufacturing facilities.
Landschaftspark is one of these
projects, headed by landscape
architects Latz + Partners, who were
tasked with creating an urban park in
the relics of an abandoned plant. As
author Niall Kirkwood notes, “The site
is a complex matrix of buildings and
landscapes, and the designers’ goal
was to utilize the existing fragments of
industry as layers that are recombined
through the lens of park design.” The
effect serves to transform the industrial
relics into sculptural components of an
urban park. In tandem with the idea
of the plant’s shell as art, much of the
park was left intact, the idea being that
the site should not be “recultivated” so
much as repurposed.

site plans are courtesy of http://www.landschaftspark.de/de/lage/park plan/index.html ; information on this page is from Latz + Partners and the book Manufactured Sites by Niall Kirkwood
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turbine hall
images shown are courtesy of Turbine Hall’s website
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Ground Level

turbine hall

Mezzanine Level

Turbine Hall serves as a useful case
study as it is a former electric plant
repurposed as a corporate resource
and event venue. While Turbine Hall
is 40,000 square feet (compared to
the 16,500 square feet of the Hydro
Plant), it is similarly sited, located
directly along the Delaware River, in
Chester, Pennsylvania. The 85-foothigh ceiling of the space was
addressed by adding a mezzanine,
which has a stage, lounge area, and
dance floor and is often used for large
events and meetings. The Ground
Level is also used for meetings and
events and has three large conference
rooms/auditoriums, a lounge area
with seating up to 200 people, and
additional reception space Finally, the
plant’s old control room now serves as
a large conference center that can
accommodate up to 36 people. The
renovation was completed to
accommodate Turbine Hall’s main
tenant, Synergy, the US’s largest
provider of web-based software, and
without modifying the building’s
envelope.

Control Room

images shown are courtesy of Turbine Hall’s website; some information above is from InfoLink’s article “Power Play” at: http://www.infolink.com.au/articles/Power-Play_z157044.htm
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program goals
23

Program goals for this project include:
1. creating a space that has a
“dialogue” with the adjacent Canal
Walk
2. developing a space that becomes a
place for:
a. relaxation
b. celebration
c. a diverse community
d. transition between the
indoors and outdoors, the
canal and river
3. overcoming the challenge associated
with adaptive reuse.

science museum of virginia

24

science museum of virginia
25

The Science Museum of Virginia serves
as an excellent local example of
adaptive reuse and a model of a
community-oriented program.
Evidence of the building’s prior use as
a railroad station is found throughout
the space and has been integrated into
the current program. The diagram to
the left is a line drawing of the Science
Museum’s “footprint”, showing the
original building relative to the newer
additions.

original building

IMAX Dome

additions

Lessons learned from the program
and its manifestation as
demonstrated through the
building’s adaptations:

2. Don’t be apologetic about joining
old + new (as demonstrated with the
addition of a glass elevator beside
corinthian columns shown in the
picture to the right.)

3. Find ways to join the existing +
program via space planning. (E.g.
The admissions stations are located
just before the botttlenecked space in
the red portion of the diagram to the
left, thus controlling admittance.)

5. Look for opportunities to make
adaptive reuse accentuate the
program. (E.g., The station’s old train
cars are now used as an
educational properties.)

4. Find opportunities to utilize/
maximize the existing (as
demonstrated through utilizing the
original building’s high ceilings to
create a mezzanine area for displays
with the use of scaffolding.)

6. Restrict users when necessary but
give them choices. (E.g., Once they
pass admittance, visitors can
wander freely, with exhibits being in
no sequential order and most paths
are multidirectional.)

science museum of virginia

1. Let function + program dictate form
(as demonstrated by the IMAX
addition’s form shown on the
diagram to the left on the previous
page in green.)
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glen allen cultural arts center

The program associated with this
building aims to feed the community
through a variety of outlets, mandating
that the space be flexible and
accommodate many different types of
use.

circulation

Partial floorplan of Ground Floor (one of three floors), The Glen Allen Cultural Arts Center

glen allen cultural arts center

The Glen Allen Cultural Arts Center is
another example of a successful
adaptive reuse and employs a similar
program to what this thesis will
ultimately implement. Previously a
school, the current building currently
houses a gallery, gift shop, theater,
ballroom, classrooms, and studios in
addition to an adjacent restaurant.

floor plan is courtesy of The Glen Allen Cultural Arts Center
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glen allen cultural arts center
29

hydroelectric plant

16,665 sq. feet

main building			
° exhibits/indoor park
° studios & classrooms
° gift shop
° ballroom
° administrative
° restrooms
restaurant/cafe

12,327 sq. feet

		

3,275 sq. feet

outdoor sculpture garden		

998 sq. feet

Glen Allen Cultural Arts Center

53,200 sq. feet

main building			
° theater
° gallery
° studios & classrooms
° gift shop
° ballroom
° administrative
° restrooms

39,500 sq. feet

Expressions restaurant 		

10,500 sq. feet

outdoor sculpture garden		

3,200 sq. feet

winter garden

30

winter garden
The Winter Garden at the World
Financial Center in New York City
provides an indoor bridge between
World Financial Center buildings Two
and Three. Architect Cesar Pelli
created a space that houses retail
shops along its perimeter and along
the corridors leading toward the other
two buildings. Pelli, a proponent of
community-oriented spaces, used the
center portion of the building to create
an indoor park, or ‘Winter Garden”,
that provides respite for visitors and
local and serves as an event venue
often on the weekends.

31

Lessons learned from the program
and its manifestation as
demonstrated through the building
are discussed to the right:

5. An outdoor plaza off the back of
the building along the water, allows
events to spill outside, if appropriate.

2. Pelli created a variety of seating by
providing users with bench seating in
a courtyard-like setting, as well as an
amphitheater along the second floor.

3. The stairs/amphitheater link the
ground and second floors while also
creating multiple venues for events.

winter garden

1. While the program only required a
three-story space, Pelli used the
volume of a glass barrel vaulted
ceiling to mitigate the height
difference between the building and
skyscrapers Two and Three.

6. The outdoor seating by the water
along the plaza is functional yet
provides a sculptural, playful quality.

4. Pelli spread the retail stores across
the three floors and recessed them
along the periphery. He also gave
them a substantial granite facade,
which helps create a courtyard-like
feeling within the ground floor.
32

process goals
33

While undertaking this thesis, it became imperative to explore several aspects of design and to
study models that successfully analyze or master these elements. For example, the programmatic
idea of an indoor park required an emphasis on innovation. IDEO, an industrial design firm
known for their innovative ideas, was selected because of its industrial connections and processes
that enable them to think beyond the ordinary. Another element that was necessary to explore was
joining old and new and the ideas associated with architectural evolution. Respecting the
building’s past, while not being tethered to it, is a profound consideration. The evolution of a building is captured in the book How Buildings Learn, providing insight into the physical and social
elements that buildings brave over time. Finally, exploring designs that successfully unify site and
building are significant because of the defining characteristics of the location; Alvar Aalto and
Geoffery Baker’s accomplishments in this arena will inform the thesis as well.

collaboration

productive
play
opportunity

5

modeling

field research

2

3

innovation: ideo design fi rm

1

IDEO design firm is an international
design firm famous for its industrial
innovations, such as the first
production mouse for Apple computers
and the Palm V. The Art of Innovation
describes the process IDEO utilizes to
continue to develop innovative designs
for its corporate clients. The heart and
foundation of all their work relies on
the notion of productive play.

4
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old + new: how buildings learn

Lessons gleaned from How Buildings
Learn include:
° Buildings are ephemeral; sites tend
to be eternal. The pictures to the
left show that while only one
building has remained over 200
years, the grid formed by the city’s
roads has remained the same.

Financial District, Boston, Massachusetts, 1861

Financial District, Boston, Massachusetts, 1981

Given that the hydroelectric plan is
flanked by the canal and the river,
it becomes even more important to
connect the building’s interior to its
site and to consider the waterways
as a constant.

°”Shallow-box” buildings are easily
adapted because of their shape.
While the hydroelectric plant’s
footprint is similar in shape, its
ability to sprawl is somewhat
diminished because of its location
between canal and the river.

Evolution of one-story, “shallow-box” building, UC Berkeley campus

images shown are taken from book, How Buildings Learn
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Because of its location in between two
waterways and along Canal Walk and
the addition of the new residential
tower to the South, the hydroelectric
plant is locked (much like sides of
Trafalgar Square) along many of its
sides. If it will eventually grow, those
considerations will need to be made.

canal

James River

elevate

site + building: geoffery baker

Geoffery Baker’s Design Strategies in
Architecture explores how
well-designed buildings relate to their
sites. In one example, Baker
analyzes site forces acting upon
Trafalgar Square (the diagram to the
left) and how the positioning of the
buildings relate to the square and the
surrounding roads, contribute to the
cultural significance of the site, and the
subsequent ramifications of those
interactions and relationships.

d railr
oad

Top image shown is from book Design Strategies in Architecture
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interior landscapes
A study of Alvar Aalto’s work yielded
several lessons about creating an interior landscape that feels like an outdoor space. The images on this page
all demonstrate Aalto’s use of thick
interior walls with dramatic heights to
exude the characteristics of an exterior
facade in an interior space. Moreover,
through his use of typically exterior materials (i.e. brick, wood cladding, and
stucco), Aalto reinforces the sensation
of being outdoors.

all images shown on these pages are from books on Aalto’s work and are cited in the reference section
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interior landscapes

Aalto utilizes ceiling lighting, recessed
balconies, an open main level with
seating, and abstracted outdoor forms
(i.e. the facade-like structures on the
second and third floors in the picture
to the left) to produce an interior courtyard.

Aalto’s use of overly wide circulation
paths, skylights, and multi-tiered vertical space embody the essential elements of a piazza.

38
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program

The program specified for this thesis is that of an indoor park: a public event venue space that is
open for city residents to use as a place of relaxation, play, or activity. Perhaps this program is best
described by architect Cesar Pelli, who implemented the idea at the Winter Garden at the World
Trade Center, when he described it as “a great public living room that recreates, in twentieth century terms, the functional and social qualities of a sixteenth century piazza.”
Because of the program goals of encouraging play, rest, entertainment, leisure, and socializing, it
was necessary to determine the types of spaces needed to facilitate these activities. It was determined that, like parks, built in seating that could accommodate rest and leisure would be necessary. Additionally, as a place of entertainment, the programmatic needs of an event venue would
need to be considered. Providing an attached cafe offers users a different type of entertainment
and means of socializing, as well as helps to yield a local community by catering to local residents
and workers. Finally, an information desk and work space will be necessary as a controlling,
safety, and functional component of the park, as well as bathrooms, storage, and mechanical
spaces to accommodate practical concerns. After weighing these concerns, it was concluded that
critical elements to the program at 1201 Haxall Point include: event venue space(s), flexible space
(for sports, activities, play, and rest), public exhibition space, and a cafe/restaurant.
The final percentage allotment of these spaces is shown below in a diagram representing the
square footage allotted to each programmatic area, with the total area being 19,400 square feet
(the original 16,665 square feet + outdoor space and an amphitheater.)
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concepts

1. Interior landscapes in urban environments
One driving concept throughout this project is the idea of creating a park (which is archetypically in a natural setting) in the
shell of an urban, industrial building. Exploring the juxtaposition
of natural environments in urban settings became a critical study
in learning how to connect these seemingly disparate elements.
Additionally, examining structures endemic to parks was essential when trying to translate a park’s program into an interior
space.

Watercolor study of Central Park

2. Connecting site + building

Because of the site’s unique properties and the proximity of Canal Walk, and the Haxall Canal, connecting the building with its
site became a conceptual endeavor. Given the building’s cavernous attributes (i.e. its multi-story cavity) and the programmatic
requirements, it seemed essential to explore how the building
could further interact with its environment.

41

Most great public spaces offer a variety of spaces to those that
they serve, particularly in that they provide private niches for individuals, as well as gathering spaces for large crowds.

concepts

3. Creating private niches in public spaces

aerial shot of model bench based off concept diagram

side shot of model bench

concept mode studying height as an isolator

42

schematic exploration

January

February

March

April
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schematic exploration

44

schematic exploration

Circulation patterns of floor plan
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schematic exploration

Zoned areas of floor plan
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fi nal fl oor plan

floor plan, river level

N

47

fi nal fl oor plan

floor plan, main level

N
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fi nal section

transverse section

49

fi nal section

longitudinal section
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perspectives
Along the north side of the building, adjacent to Canal Walk, is a sculptural playground area. Garage doors have been
added along the wall to increase pedestrians’ access to the building and to promote
greater interaction with Canal Walk. A
ramp is located along the northwest corner to provide an alternate means of entry.
Additionally, the wall of the ramp yields a
small niche that creates a private space in
a public context.
51

perspectives
Upon entering through the garage doors,
one finds stained concrete benches surrounding pools and a channel of water.
South of the benches are art exhibition
panels that accommodate temporary displays. When they are not in use, the panels allow light to enter from the southwest
windows and create a dappled light pattern along the floor.

52

perspectives
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To meet the programmatic requirements
associated with an event venue, a terraced
stage is featured toward the middle of the
open space. Above the stage are shaped,
wooden panels that house lighting and
serve to dampen sound. An undulating,
river rock wall made of acoustical beams
also aids in controlling sound within the
space.

perspectives

The southeast corner of the building houses an indoor amphitheater, intended to
serve as an additional event venue space,
as well as an opportunity for indoor play
and activity. The amphitheater is above
river level and has an outdoor patio that
provides additional access to the James
River.

54
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